PROMOTION

It’s only
natural
Big is a thing of the past when it
comes to breast augmentation.
Women are now looking for a
far more natural look

A

lthough ‘boob jobs’ are still
one of the most popular
cosmetic procedures in the
UK – 7732 were recorded in
2016* – what women now want to
achieve has changed dramatically,
according to consultant plastic surgeon
Mr Hyder Ridha.
‘While demand for cosmetic breast
surgery has remained consistent over
the past few decades, there certainly
have been major changes in the desired
size and look achieved,’ he explains.
‘No longer is it a case of bigger is best!
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CALL THE “HAS
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SHE?” EFFECT.
WOMEN WANT
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implants. Further research and
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simultaneous fat transfer is a more
natural-feeling breast when largervolume implants are used.
For patients seeking minor-volume
breast augmentations, provided there is
sufficient available fat, complete breast
augmentation can be performed purely
by fat transfer alone, so there’s no need
for implants of any kind.
‘Many women are absolutely delighted
when they find out that they can
have the shape of breast they want
purely by using the body fat they
already have,’ says Mr Ridha.
However, it’s important to know that
all forms of surgery are associated with
risks and this includes simultaneous
breast augmentation and fat transfer. If
you’re considering such surgery, always
seek a fully qualified plastic surgeon,
trained in both augmentation and
fat-transfer techniques.
Overall, trends will come and go, but
the size, shape and placement of the
breast implants should fit you and be in
proportion to your body. It’s all about
flattering what you’ve already got. As Mr
Ridha says. ‘As time goes on, I expect to
see the trend for subtle, natural implants
grow as women opt for enhancements
which suit their own body shape and still
allow them to feel naturally beautiful.’
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